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“Shingle Saver” Snow Roof Rake
Assembly Instructions
Tools Needed for Assembly:
- 7/16” wrench (two)
- Common Screwdriver
- Pair of pliers (optional)

Parts Shipped with Unit:

See other side for
replacement parts

- Head
- Hardware Kit
- Handles - 16’ Version has 4 (1- 29” Bent, 3- 57” Straight)
21’ Version has 5 (1-29” Bent, 4- 57” Straight)

Shingle Saver Sleeve Assembly:
1.

A

2.

B

Firmly press the Shingle Saver Sleeve onto the aluminum head by starting at one corner then
proceeding along the strip until finished (image A). Once the sleeve is installed, hold the top of the
aluminum head and place the sleeve on the floor (or level firm surface) and apply downward
pressure to help make the Shingle Saver Sleeve edge straight (image B). The Shingle Saver
Sleeves may be purchased separately (#96701).
If the sleeve is longer than the aluminum head, it is recommended that the sleeve be trimmed.
Another option would be to crimp excess with pliers.

Head Assembly:
1.
2.
3.

Assemble the braces to the head using the two smallest 5/8” bolts and loc nuts.
Insert rib of rake head into slot on end of bent handle. Align holes and insert small 1-1/4” bolt.
Align braces with handle and insert longer 1-1/2” bolt. Use wrenches to tighten all loc nuts, being
careful NOT to over tighten, DO NOT crush handle! Over tightening may result in crushing the
handle, and will decrease the useful life of the handle.
NOTE: Do not tighten loc nuts until all hardware is in place.

Handle Assembly:
1.

C

2.

3.

D

Squeeze the legs of the snap button together and insert it into the hole of the reduced end of the
handle (image C). Using a common screwdriver, push the snap button into place (image D).
Repeat operation for all handles.
To assemble the handles together, depress the snap button and insert the reduced end of the
handle into the larger end of the additional handle, making sure to align the holes and the snap
button will snap into place securing the handles together. Repeat this step for each additional
section.
Slip poly grip onto the bell end of one extension handle. Note: Grip will slide easier after placing
in a soap and water mixture.

WARNING: This product conducts electricity. Contact with electrical
wires or equipment can result in serious injury. Disconnect power
from roof and gutter tape before using this product.
FULL WARRANTY
All Seymour Midwest products carry a full warranty against manufacturer defects in quality and workmanship.
Products which have been abused or worn out from normal use are excluded from this warranty.
We reserve the right to replace or issue credit on an individual basis.
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SHINGLE SAVER SNOW ROOF RAKE REPLACEMENT PARTS

SA10100
SP20029
SP20058
SA60088
96758
96701
SP50172

Head - 24” aluminum
Handle - 29” bent
Handle - 57” straight
Hardware Kit (includes 1 pair of braces, bolts, nuts, 4 snap buttons,
vinyl grip, Shingle Saver blade)
5’ Extension Handle
Shingle Saver Replacement Sleeve
4.5” Vinyl Grip

